
PATENT 
PORTFOLI0
REVIEW

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR 
PATENT PORTFOLIO

Our Patent Portfolio Review 
involves expert eyes using a 

process-driven approach that 
combines the best of 

knowledgeable insight, 
systematic assessment and 

individualized service. 
 

Deliverables include a written 
assessment report, including 

actionable recommendations, 
and an in-person presentation.

JAMES EDWARDS 
& GENE QUINN



James Edwards
ELITE Strategic Services

Phone: 202.329.1244
www.ELITEStrat.com

jedwards@elitestrategicservices.com

CONTACT

Identify promising patents for commercialization
Inform your IP commercialization strategy
Validate your prioritization of IP assets
Develop strategies for taking advantage of 
technology convergence
Align your patent strategy with new business goals
Strengthen your patent/IP portfolio performance

WHAT WE DO
You want to identify patents in your IP portfolio 
that could be monetized, commercialized or 
maximized. You need to boost your portfolio's 
performance. But you are too close to the work 
to spot the hidden gems or too busy to devote 
the time to the work. We can:

HELPING YOU 
GET MORE BY 
BOOSTING 
PORTFOLIO 
PRODUCTION 

HAVE SPECIFIC NEEDS?
If you have a specific question or project, we 
are available to answer your specific questions, 
tackle specific tasks or perform a narrowly 
focused IP research project.



James Edwards is founder and CEO of ELITE Strategic
Services and a contributor to IPWatchdog.com. Mr.
Edwards consults on intellectual property, health care
innovation, and regulatory and policy issues. Mr.
Edwards advises companies, trade associations, and
other organizations on patent matters and participates
in the Medical Device Manufacturers Association's
Patent Working Group. Mr. Edwards advises start-ups
and early-stage companies, largely in the med tech
space, and is involved in several IP-centric projects,
including as Co-Director of the Inventor's Project.

OUR TEAM

Gene Quinn is a U.S. Patent Attorney, and President
& CEO of IPWatchdog, Inc. IPWatchdog.com is an IP
law journal he founded in 1999. Mr. Quinn writes
about patent law, patent and innovation policy,
proposed legislation, rulemaking, software patents
and more. In 2017 and 2018, IAM Magazine
recognized Mr. Quinn as one of the top IP
strategists in the world. Regarded as an expert on
software patentability and U.S. patent procedure,
Mr. Quinn regularly advises attorneys and clients on
patent matters, litigation strategy and appeals.


